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Tarik Sabry’s Cultural Encounters in the Arab World: On Media, the Modern and the Everyday 

is, first and foremost, a fervent case made for the establishment of Arab cultural studies as a 

discipline. In the wake of the Arab spring, his prescient book will be leafed by many who have 

hitherto seen the Arab world through exposés on radicalism and terrorism. The case Sabry 

makes for the quotidian, for everyday encounters, is a welcome one, though one with many 

methodological shortcomings. While the book seems to be an exercise in de-essentialization, 

Sabry often falls back on rigid categories that he aims to deconstruct. His effort isn’t helped by 

the fact that the starting premise is an unnecessary fragmentation of the process of 

‘encounter’ into several parts including ‘the encountered’ and the ‘the side that does the 

encountering’, while his argument would have been better served by seeing ‘both sides’ as 

agents equally transformed by the process. 

In the first chapter Sabry makes it clear that the encounter he is interested in is that between 

Arab cultures and modernity, and takes a long tour of the genealogy of modernity, which he 

only very loosely connects to his arguments. The real gist of the book comes in the second 

chapter when Sabry tackles the issues that govern the cultural and political discourses in the 

Arab world. Making several references to the pan-Arabist Al-Jabri’s work he exposes the 

tension between the discourses that favour turath (heritage) and that favour hadatha 

(modernity). He identifies four different positions vis-à-vis these discourses: the historicist, the 

rationalist, the salafist and the anti-essentialist. What he unravels in the first three positions is 

the way authenticity is used as a tool of legitimation, particularly by the salafists: 

“authentication as Islamisation often takes place within a discourse that largely serves the 

telos of the authenticator rather than Islam” (p. 36) As a proponent of cultural studies, and 

the study of the everyday, for him the way forward is the anti-essentialist position which 

allows for different interpretations for everyday events. The most interesting advocate of this 

position is, Sabry tells us, Khatibi, who among others aims to transcend the tension between 

heritage and modernity (tajawuz) and calls for a reconnection between Arab philosophy and 

the event. The exposition of these positions is Sabry at his best, as he names and describes 

the categories- a method he seems to abandon elsewhere in the book. He introduces many 

interesting concepts in passing and leaves them unexplored, such as ‘de-de-Westernization’. 

Though quite a mouthful, it promises to be a useful concept if only Sabry took time to 

elaborate on it. It is time, Sabry seems to be saying, to look at cultural phenomena on their 

own terms, rather than take an ideological position to condemn their possible ‘Western’ 

character. This coincides with Khatibi’s call that the hermeneutics we use to understand Arab 

culture needs to have a category that precedes both the cultural and the social, the latter 

pretty much a dirty word also in salafist circles. 

Sabry continues to take issue with authenticity in the chapter in which he develops his 

analytical tools, saying that using authenticity as the yardstick fails to recognize popular 

culture and the everyday as sites of production of political meaning- a warning that obviously 

was not heeded by those whom the Arab spring took by surprise. Political protest as the 

everyday, as the culture of the street, calls to mind the carnivalesque, which Sabry mentions, 

again in passing but rather annoyingly does not develop. His championing of popular culture is 

articulated through his call for a new language of critique that can recognize narratives and 
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cultural products other than the privileged, normative nassaq and this, he says, requires a shift 

from literary criticism to cultural criticism. 

After sketching his methodology Sabry moves onto his fieldwork. The first chapter on his 

fieldwork focuses on behavioural and linguistic modes that are generated at Qasr al Nil bridge 

in Cairo and the visa queues in Casablanca. The action in these seemingly disparate spaces 

are connected by the thinnest of conceptual narrative; Sabry could easily have spent twice as 

much time developing his ideas of self-reflexivity, performativity and the production of 

localized discourse as connected these ‘spaces of encountering’ as he calls them. As a self-

fulfilling prophecy Sabry suggests that Arabs do not have a common historical moment, which 

is then reflected in the second chapter of fieldwork in which he investigates how Moroccan 

youth - from different social milieu- conceive of the ‘West’. As any scholar worth his salt 

would, Sabry warns against exoticising the Arab world and yet he proffers one set-up after 

another of anthropological frisson, from unexpectedly articulate Islamist youth, to mountain 

village young men who are asked about Pamela Anderson’s appeal, to Moroccan boys who 

sing ‘Losing My Religion’, to hijabi girls who live double lives. The interviews do include 

interesting material but the reader will have to draw his/her own conclusions as Sabry prefers 

to juxtapose the fieldwork material with cultural studies theories rather than interpreting his 

own material. 

The conclusion returns back to the starting premise of the need for Arab cultural studies and 

side stepping the discussion of its relevance to the Arab world turns into a discussion of the 

discipline in general. Sabry continues to introduce new concepts well into the concluding 

chapter, which, in its present state, would have functioned better as part of the introduction 

and would have given better direction to the text. As it stands, very interesting ideas that need 

to be developed fizzle out into intellectual solecisms. And yet due to his plea for Arabic cultural 

studies the volume remains an interesting read, leaving you wishing that it had had a stricter 

editor who could have cut out the lugubrious literature reviews that seem to come mid-

argument and who could have help flesh out the connections between the results of the 

interesting field work Sabry has conducted. 

 

Nagihan Haliloğlu 
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